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This bulletin is issued to present Crossbar Number 5 frame terminology and to illustrate the sequence in which these frames are used in completing a subscriber call. Information contained herein is to be used for educational purposes only.
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SKETCHES ONE TO FOURTEEN SHOW THE VARIOUS STAGES IN THE SETTING UP OF A CALL BETWEEN TWO SUBSCRIBERS IN THE SAME CROSSBAR NO. 5 DIAL SYSTEM OFFICE. SKETCH FIFTEEN SHOWS ALL THE FRAMES REQUIRED IN COMPLETING THIS CALL. IN ORDER THAT THE READER MAY CONTINUALLY HAVE BEFORE HIM THE NAMES OF ALL FRAMES USED, IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THE LAST PAGE, CONTAINING SKETCH FIFTEEN, BE LEFT OPEN WHILE FOLLOWING THRU THE VARIOUS STAGES.

SKETCH 1

CALLING SUBSCRIBER REMOVES HANDSET

THE CALLING SUBSCRIBER ORIGINATES A CALL BY LIFTING THE HANDSET, COMPLETING A PATH FROM HIS SUBSET TO THE LINE LINK FRAME UPON WHICH HIS LINE IS LOCATED.
**SKETCH 2**

LINE LINK FRAME SELECTS AN IDLE MARKER

The calling line link frame seizes and connects to an idle marker through the line link marker connector frame. Certain information to be used later in again locating the calling line link frame and line is given to the marker.

**SKETCH 3**

MARKER CHECKS ALL TRUNK LINK FRAMES FOR IDLE ORIGINATING REGISTERS

The marker recognizes the call as being from a line link frame, and it therefore checks all trunk link frames for idle originating registers. An idle trunk link frame with idle originating registers will be selected.
SKETCH 4
MARKER SEIZES TRUNK LINK AND CALLING LINE LINK FRAMES

The marker seizes the selected trunk link frame through the trunk link connector frame and then, while selecting an idle originating register, proceeds to also seize the calling line link frame through the line link connector frame. Complete information about the calling line location in the line link frame and its class of service is passed from the line link frame to the marker, from where it is passed on to the originating register.

SKETCH 5
MARKER SELECTIONS A DIALING CHANNEL TO THE ORIGINATING REGISTER

The marker selects the combination of circuits thru the calling line link frame and trunk link frame (dialing channel) to be used. The connection from the calling subscriber to the originating register is closed thru the dialing channel by the marker. The originating register returns dial tone to the subscriber. After storing the number of the line link portion of the dialing channel in the originating register, the marker releases, as do the three connector frames.
SKETCH 6

SUBSCRIBER DIALS

The calling subscriber receives dial tone from the originating register, and proceeds to dial the digits ST 2 4000. The originating register stores these digits in their dialed sequence.

SKETCH 7

ORIGINATING REGISTER SEIZES AN IDLE MARKER

The originating register connects to an idle marker through the originating register marker connector frame and transfers the following information to the marker: the calling line location and its class of service, the number of the line link portion of the dialing channel, and the called telephone number (ST 2 4000). The marker now in use may or may not be the same one previously used on this call to establish the dialing channel.
SKETCH 8
MARKER CHECKS ALL TRUNK LINK FRAMES FOR IDLE INTRA-OFFICE TRUNKS

THE MARKER RECOGNIZES THE DIALED OFFICE CODE AS BEING ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL OFFICE TERMINATING EQUIPMENT, AND IT THEREFORE CHECKS ALL TRUNK LINK FRAMES FOR IDLE INTRA-OFFICE TRUNKS. AN IDLE TRUNK LINK FRAME WITH IDLE INTRA-OFFICE TRUNKS WILL BE SELECTED.

SKETCH 9
MARKER SEIZES THE TRUNK LINK FRAME AND AN IDLE INTRA-OFFICE TRUNK

THE MARKER SEIZES THE SELECTED TRUNK LINK FRAME AND CONNECTS TO IT THRU THE TRUNK LINK CONNECTOR FRAME. THE MARKER THEN SELECTS AN IDLE INTRA-OFFICE TRUNK.
MARKER SEIZES THE CALLED LINE NUMBER GROUP FRAME

While selection of an intra-office trunk is proceeding, the marker, through the number group connector frame, seizes the number group frame upon which the called line location information appears. The number group frame gives the marker the following information regarding the called line: the line link frame number, called line location on that frame, and the ringing current to be applied. The number group and number group connector frames are released.

MARKER SEIZES THE CALLED LINE LINK FRAME

The marker seizes the line link frame containing the called line thru the line link connector frame. The called line is tested for a busy condition, and if found idle the marker proceeds to select and close an idle terminating channel from the intra-office trunk to the called line. Simultaneously, the marker connects the intra-office trunk to the ringing selection switch. If the called line were busy, the marker would release the intra-office trunk and select an idle tone trunk, then proceed the same as for an idle line. Let us assume an idle line.
MARKER SEIZES THE CALLING LINE LINK FRAME

The marker, having established the terminating channel to the called party from the intra-office trunk, seizes the calling line link frame through the line link connector frame, then tests and selects an originating channel from the calling line to the intra-office trunk. The dialing channel and the originating register are released, allowing the marker to close through the originating channel. The line link portion of the dialing channel may be reused as part of the originating channel.

RINGING IS APPLIED TO THE CALLED LINE

Ringing is applied to the called line through the intra-office trunk, over the terminating channel from the ringing selection switch.
RINGING WILL BE STOPPED BY THE REMOVAL OF THE CALLED SUBSCRIBER HANDSET, AND THE CONNECTION FROM THE INTRA-OFFICE TRUNK TO THE RINGING SELECTION SWITCH WILL BE BROKEN. TALKING BATTERY AND GROUND WILL BE FURNISHED TO THE CALLING AND CALLED PARTIES BY THE INTRA-OFFICE TRUNK.
SKETCH 15
FRAMES INVOLVED IN COMPLETING
A CALL BETWEEN TWO SUBSCRIBERS IN THE SAME OFFICE
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